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Ring signature is an anonymous signature that allows a person to sign a message on behalf of a self-formed group while concealing
the identification of the signer. However, due to its anonymity and unlinkability, malicious or irresponsible signers can easily
attack the signature without any responsibility in some scenarios. In this paper, we propose a novel revocable one-time ring
signature (roRS) scheme from bilinear pairings, which introduces linkability and mandatory revocability into ring signature. In
particular, linkability can resist the double-signing attack and mandatory revocability guarantees that a revocation authority
can identify the actual signer when a suspicious signer appears in any situation. The computational complexity of pairing
computations is constant, and the time of the revocation phase is more efficient than previous schemes. Furthermore, our
scheme is provable secure in the random oracle model, using DL, CDH, and DBDH assumptions.

1. Introduction

Ring signature, initially proposed in 2001 by Rivest [1], is a
variant of digital signature, which can prove that one among
a set of spontaneous parties has already signed a message,
without revealing the actual signer. And these spontaneous
parties compose a particular set called a “ring.” More specif-
ically, a ring member can sign the signature without reveal
any identity information, namely, a verifier who uses ring
members’ public keys only know whether the signature is
true or not and cannot find out the actual signer, and the
verifier has no clue who the signer is. As shown in
Figure 1, first step, the actual signer uses private key skj
and randomly chooses rj ∈ℤ

∗
p to generate Lj by using the

commit function Cðskj, r jÞ; then, the signer uses Lj to com-
pute the (j +1)-th challenge cj+1 by hash function H; signer
randomly picks a response zj+1 and the (j +1)-th user’s pub-
lic key pkj+1 to reconstruct the Lj+1 by the verify function
Ver and generates cj+2 by hash function H; then, the ring
is formed sequentially; finally, the signer uses skj, cj, rj to

compute zj by the response function Z. In the whole process
of generating a ring, we only need the actual signer’s private
key skj and a set of users’ public keys which contains pkj. In
the view of the actual signer, users except the actual signer
can be seen as decoys. When the verifier does the verifica-
tions, he/she does not know any information about the
knowledge of the actual signer. As for security, ring signa-
ture not only provides regular properties, such as correctness
and unforgeability which any signature schemes must pos-
sess, but also has the special feature, anonymity. Correctness
requires a ring member who represents a ring to sign a mes-
sage and unforgeability demands that an efficient adversary
cannot forge a signature on behalf of a ring which the adver-
sary knows nothing about one secret key of ring members.
As for anonymity, it allows that ring signature schemes can-
not leak any information about the identity of the actual
signer, that is, no one can tell which key was used to produce
a signature.

As an extension of ring signature, one-time ring signa-
ture can be known as linkable ring signature; the slight dif-
ference between these two kinds of ring signature is that
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signers in one-time ring signature use one-time key images
to sign a signature, while signers in linkable ring signature
take static ones. So we just need to introduce linkable ring
signature in this section. Liu et al. [2] first put forward the
concept of linkable ring signature (lRS). Beside the regular
properties of ring signature, lRS provides two more special
properties: non-slanderability and linkability. Non-
slanderability guarantees that a ring member should not be
entrapped that he has signed twice. Linkability requires that
two signatures with the same ring on random messages must
be linked if signed by the identical signer; thus, it can defeat
the double-signing (double-spending) attack. This property
is suitable in some practical applications; one scenario is
on detecting double-voting in e-voting [3] systems. At the
beginning of e-voting systems, we use ring signature
schemes to implement the systems for its spontaneity, and
there is no registration phase. The only requirement is that
everyone has a public key pair which is considered as a
well-known assumption in a ring. However, using classic
ring signature as e-voting has a main problem. Anyone can
vote more than once without being detected as ring signa-
ture schemes are unlinkable and anonymous. Thus, using
lRS can solve this problem as double voting (double signing)
can be detected easily, and anyone only can vote once in the
system. Beside e-voting systems, lRS can also apply in other
actual scenarios, such as ad hoc network authentication [4],
blockchain-based applications [5, 6], and cryptocurrencies

(Monero [7]). But in some actual transactions based on ring
signature, when a ring signer has committed an offence, such
as money laundering, online extortion, and terrorist financ-
ing, the authority needs to find out who is the actual signer
among the ring members. Since lRS cannot let the actual
signer be identified, the revocability of ring signature
becomes necessary. Revocability requires that the authority
can revoke the anonymity of ring signers when a suspicious
signer does a transaction.

In order to solve the above problem, we propose a novel
revocable one-time ring signature (roRS) scheme. Our
scheme can be applied in some blockchain transactions.
For example, by using the functionality of ring signature,
Monero [7] protects the privacy of the signer’s identity and
provides autonomous mixing in transactions, but the uncon-
ditional anonymity of the ring signature makes difficult to
regulate transactions for authorities. As for our scheme, a
verifier can prevent the user’s double-spending behavior
according to the linkability during the transactions, and a
revocation authority can recover the public key of the trans-
action user by using the revocability of our scheme, thus
restoring the transaction user’s identity.

1.1. Related Work. Rivest et al. [1] in 2001 proposed the first
ring signature scheme, using trapdoor permutation based on
the discrete logarithm problem assumption. Hereafter, many
of schemes [8–11] followed this idea, but using different
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Figure 1: Ring signature.
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techniques has come out. For instance, Boneh et al. [12] first
proposed a ring signature using bilinear pairings based on
co-computational Diffie-Hellman (co-CDH) assumption.
Cayrel et al. [13] presented a lattice-based ring signature
scheme with modifying Melchor’s code-based method [14]
to make the short integer solution (SIS) problem as a secu-
rity assumption. As for proving the membership problem
in ring signature, most of these schemes use non-
interactive witness indistinguishable (NIWI) proofs [15] or
dynamic accumulator [16] to be more efficient, and readers
who want to learn more refer to [17–21].

Then, Liu et al. [2] first proposed a linkable ring signa-
ture (lRS) scheme in 2004. This scheme inherits the ano-
nymity of ring signature and provides a new property
called linkability to resist double-spending attempts in real
transactions, and it is proven to be secured in the random
oracle model. Tsang et al. [22] constructed the first separable
linkable ring signature scheme with introducing the security
notions of accusatory linkability and non-slanderability. Liu
and Wong [23] enhanced the security model for adapting to
new attacking scenarios, and proposed two polynomial-
structured lRS schemes based on zero knowledge proof. In
2007, Zheng [24] designed an lRS scheme based on linear
feedback shift register under discrete logarithm assumption.
In 2014, Liu et al. [25] put forward the first unconditional
anonymous lRS scheme and provide mandatory linkability.
Recently, Noether [26] proposed a dual lRS scheme which
key images are tied to both output one-time public keys in
a dual, and this can be considered using in non-interactive
refund transactions in Monero. Tang et al. [27] presented
an identity-based lRS scheme by employing trapdoor gener-
ation and rejection sampling as the basic building tool under
the SIS problem on NTRU lattice. Hu et al. [28] designed a
lattice-based lRS scheme under the well-studied standard
lattice assumptions (SIS and LWE) in the standard model.

Revocable ring signature, also called traceable ring signa-
ture, is presented to reduce and even revoke the anonymity
of the signers mainly. In 2007, Liu et al. [29] first proposed
a revocable ring signature that authorities can mandatory
revoke the anonymity of the actual signer when authorities
need in some scenarios, but this scheme cannot provide link-
ability against the double-signing attack. Fujisaki et al. [30]
put forward a traceable ring signature which only can trace
a signer who was double-signing, that is, the traceability is
not mandatory. The similar constructions can be found in
[17–21]. In [31], Fujisaki presented the first secure traceable
ring signature scheme without random oracles in the com-
mon reference string model, and the signature size grows
linearly with

ffiffiffi
n

p
where n is the number of users in the ring.

Au et al. [32] adapted traceable ring signature to the
identify-based setting with constant signature size and
enhanced privacy. Recently, Feng et al. [33] designed a
logarithmic-size traceable ring signature scheme from lat-
tices which proved to be secure in the quantum random ora-
cle model.

1.2. Motivation and Contributions. In this section, to be
more concrete, we summarize that the contribution of our
paper is as follows:

(i) We present a novel revocable one-time ring signa-
ture scheme and define a perfect security model
which provides the security properties: unforgeabil-
ity, anonymity, linkability, non-slanderability, and
revocability. And revocability of our scheme is
mandatory

(ii) We show that our scheme is provable secure in the
random oracle model under the assumptions that
discrete logarithm (DL) problem, computational
Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem, and decisional
bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) problem are
intractable

(iii) We compare the efficiency of our scheme and previ-
ous schemes. Our scheme requires 4 times pairing
computations which is independent of the size in
the ring. Besides, the computational complexity in
revocation part is more efficient than previous ones,
and it only requires one scalar multiplication com-
putation and one additional computation

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce bilinear pairing and complex
assumptions. They are utilized in the construction and prov-
able security for our scheme. The notations used throughout
the paper are described in Table 1.

2.1. Bilinear Pairing. Let G1 and GT be cyclic groups of a
large prime order p. We write G1 additively and GT multipli-
catively. We assume that the discrete logarithm problems in
G1 and GT are intractable.

Let G be a bilinear group generator that, on input of a
security parameter κ, outputs a description of bilinear
groups (G1,GT ,e,P) such that G1 and GT are cyclic groups
of prime order p, P is a generator of G1, and a map e : G1
×G1 ⟶GT satisfies the following properties:

(i) Bilinear: ∀P ∈G1 and a, b ∈ℤ∗
p : eðaP, bPÞ = e

ðP, PÞab

(ii) Non-degenerate: There exists ∀P ∈G1, such that eð
P, PÞ ≠ 1

(iii) Computability: The map eðP, PÞ is efficiently com-
putability for any P ∈G1

2.2. Complexity Assumptions

Definition 1 Discrete logarithm (DL) assumption. We say
that the DL assumption holds if for any polynomial-time
adversary A , the following advantage εDL is negligible func-
tion in κ:

εDL ≔ Pr ADL P, aPð Þ = a :

p,G1ð Þ⟵G κð Þ ;
P⟵G1 ;
a⟵ℤ∗

p ;

2
664

3
775 = negl κð Þ:

ð1Þ
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Table 1: The symbol description.

Symbol Description

κ A security parameter

p A large prime number

ℤ∗
p The set consisting of positive integers less than p

G1,P The additive group with p order and a generator

GT The multiplicative group with prime number p order

e A bilinear pairing, where e : G1 ×G1 ⟶GT

pkrevoke A revocation authority’s public key, where pkrevoke = ŷ = skrevokeP = x̂P

H A cryptographic hash function, where H : 0, 1f g∗ ⟶ℤ∗
p

H1 A deterministic hash function, where H1 : E G1ð Þ⟶ E G1ð Þ
H2 A cryptographic hash function, where H2 : G1 ⟶ℤ∗

p

Table 2: Comparison of ring signature schemes.

Scheme Signature size Sign Verify Assumption Security model

Zhang et al. [35] n G1j j 2n − 1ð ÞSm n + 1ð ÞP air qs-CAA ROM

Schäge et al. [36] n + 1ð Þ G1j j n + 2ð ÞSm + nadd n + 2ð ÞPair + nadd CDH StanM

Liu et al. [25] 2n + 3ð Þ GTj j 3n + 4ð ÞSm + 4n + 3ð Þadd 2n + 5ð ÞPair + 3n + 1ð Þadd CDH StanM

roRS n G1j j + n Ζ∗
p

��� ��� n + 1ð ÞSm + Pair 4Pair + nSm DL, DBD, CDH ROM

Table 3: The notions in comparison.

Notion Description

ℤ∗
p

��� ��� The length of the elements in ℤ∗
p

G1j j The size of the underlying group in G1

G2j j The size of the underlying group in G2

GTj j The size of the underlying group in GT

add The time required for an addition computation

δm The time required for a scalar multiplication computation

P air The time required for a pairing computation

ROM The abbreviation for random Oracle model

StanM The abbreviation for standard model

Table 4: Comparison in [29, 30] and roRS.

Scheme Signature size Revoke Assumption Linkability Mandatory Revocability

Liu et al. [29] 2n + 2ð Þ Ζ∗
p

��� ��� nPair DBDH ✘ √

Fujisaki et al. [30] 2n + 1ð Þ Ζ∗
p

��� ���‘‘ 2nadd + 2nSm Dl, DDH √ ✘

roRS n G1j j + n Ζ∗
p

��� ��� Sm + add Dl, DBDH,
CDH

√ √
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Definition 2 Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) assump-
tion. Let G be a group generator that, on input of a security
parameter κ, outputs a cyclic group. We say that the CDH
assumption holds if for any polynomial-time adversary A ,
the following advantage εCDH is negligible function in κ:

εCDH ≔ Pr ACDH P, aP, bPð Þ = abP :

p,G1ð Þ⟵G κð Þ ;
P⟵G1 ;
a, b⟵ℤ∗

p ;

2
664

3
775 = negl κð Þ:

ð2Þ

Definition 3 Decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH)
assumption. Let e : G1 ×G1 ⟶GT be a bilinear pairing, P
∈G1. For Z ∈GT , given the tuples ðP, aP, bP, cP, ZÞ, we say
that the DBDH assumption holds if for any polynomial-
time adversary A , the following advantage εDBDH is negligi-
ble function in κ:

εDBDH ≔ Pr ADBDH P, aP, bP, cP, e P, Pð Þabc
� �

= 1
h i��� ���

− Pr ADBDH P, aP, bP, cP, Zð Þ = 1½ � = negl κð Þ:
ð3Þ

3. Security Model

In this section, we give the security model and the security
notions of our revocable one-time ring signature.

3.1. Definition of Revocable One-Time Ring Signature

3.1.1. Revocable One-time Ring Signature. Revocable one-
time ring signature (roRS) scheme is the tuples (Setup, Key-
Gen, Sign, Verify, Link, and Revoke).

(i) pp⟵ SetupðκÞ: The setup algorithm is a probabi-
listic polynomial time algorithm which takes as
input a security parameter κ ∈N and outputs a set
of public parameters pp

(ii) ðski, pkiÞ⟵ KeyGenðppÞ: The key generation algo-
rithm is a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm
which takes as input public parameters pp and out-
puts a private/public key pair ðski, pkiÞ. Respec-
tively, we denote SK and PK as the domain of
possible private keys and possible public keys

(iii) σ⟵ SignðI, sk, Y , pkrevoke,MÞ: The signing algo-
rithm is a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm
which takes as input a key image I, a private key s
k, a message M, a revocation authority’s public key
pkrevoke ∈ PK , and a list Y of public keys in PK
which includes the one corresponding to sk and
produces a signature σ

(iv) accept/reject⟵Verif yðI, Y ,M, pkrevoke, σÞ: The
signature verification algorithm is a probabilistic
polynomial time algorithm which takes as input
the key image I, a set Y of public keys in PK , a rev-
ocation authority’s public key pkrevoke ∈ PK , a mes-

sage M, and a signature σ and returns accept or
reject

(v) linked/unlinked⟵ LinkðI1, I2, Y1, Y2,M1,M2, σ1,
σ2Þ: The linking algorithm which takes as input key
images I1, I2, a set Y1 of public keys in PK , and a set
Y2 of public keys in PK , messages M1 and M2, and
signatures σ1 and σ2, such that Verif yðI1, Y1,M1,
σ1Þ = accept and Verif yðI2, Y2,M2, σ2Þ = accept
and returns linked or unlinked

(vi) pk⟵ RevokeðY , σ, skrevokeÞ: The revoking algo-
rithm is a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm
which takes as input a set Y of public keys in PK ,
a valid signature σ, and a secret key skrevoke of the
revocation authority and returns a public key pk in
Y

3.1.2. Correctness. A revocable one-time ring signature
scheme should satisfy the following:

(i) Verification correctness: A signature signed by hon-
est signers is verified to be valid as follows:

Pr Verif y I, Y ,M, pkrevoke, σ∗ð Þ = accept :

pp⟵ Setup κð Þ ;
ski, pkið Þ⟵ KeyGen ppð Þ ;

σ⟵ Sign I, sk, Y , pkrevoke,Mð Þ ;

2
664

3
775 = 1:

ð4Þ

(ii) Linking correctness: Two signatures with the same
event description generated by the same secret key
of the identical signer must be linkable

(iii) Revocation Correctness: The revocation authority
can reveal an honest signer’s public key with over-
whelming probability

3.2. Notions of Security. Security of our roRS scheme has five
aspects: unforgeability, anonymity, linkability, non-slander-
ability, and revocability.

Formally, we capture attack behaviors as adversarial
queries to oracles implemented by a challenger S. We pro-
vide adversary A the following oracles.

(i) JO (joining oracle). Ojoin: pki ⟵ JOð⊥Þ. A queries
this oracle for adding a new user to the system. S
keeps track of this type of queries by maintaining
a list T join, which is initially empty. Upon receiving
a fresh query, S responds as below: picks random
public parameters pp, runs ðski, pkiÞ⟵ KeyGenðp
pÞ to obtain ðski, pkiÞ. S records ðski, pkiÞ in T join,
and then returns pkiðpki ∈ PKÞ to A . This type of
oracle captures A can observe the public keys of
honest users in the system

(ii) CO (corruption oracle). Ocorrupt : ski ⟵ COðpkiÞ. A
queries this oracle with a public key pki ∈ PK in

5Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing



T join. S keeps track of this type of queries by main-
taining a list Tcorrupt , which is initially empty. Upon
receiving a fresh query, S records pki in Tcorrupt . S
returns the associated ski ∈ SK to A and moves this
entry to Tcorrupt . This oracle captures A can corrupt
some honest users and return private key ski

(iii) SO (signing oracle). Osign: σ′ ⟵ SOðI, Y , pkrevoke,
MÞ. A queries this oracle with ðI, Y , pkrevoke,MÞ (a
key image I, a set Y of public keys, a revocation
authority’s public key pkrevoke ∈ PK , and a message

M) and subjects to the restriction that pks ∈ T joinðs
= 1,⋯, nÞ. S keeps track of this type of queries by
maintaining a list Tsign, which is initially empty.
Upon receiving a fresh query, S responds as below:
S runs σ′ ⟵ SignðI, sk, pkrevoke, Y ,MÞ, records σ′
on the list Tsign, and then sends σ′ to A . This oracle
captures A can generate a signature itself

3.2.1. Unforgeability. We define unforgeability via the fol-

lowing security experiment Exptunf orgeA between A and S:

Here, n ∈ℕ, Y = fpk1, pk2,⋯,pkng ∈ PK , and I is a key
image. pkrevoke is a revocation authority’s public key, and
all public keys are in T join. No public keys are in Tcorrupt .

σ∗ is not in Tsign. Advunf orgeA ðκÞ is the successful probability
of adversary A who wins the unforgeability security
experiment.

The process of unforgeability security experiment

Exptunf orgeA is briefly described as follow:

(1) A runs SetupðκÞ with security parameter κ and sends
the public parameter pp to A

(2) A is allowed to make queries to Ojoin, Ocorrupt , and
Osign according to any adaptive strategy

(3) A outputs a forgery signature σ∗

The conditions that A wins the experiment are as
follows:

(1) All public keys are outputs of JO

(2) Verif yðI, Y , pkrevoke,M, σ∗Þ=accept, and σ is not the
output of SO

(3) No public keys have been queried to CO

Our roRS satisfies unforgeability if no PPT adversary has
non-negligible advantage in the above experiment.

Definition 4 Unforgeability. A revocable one-time ring signa-
ture scheme is unforgeable, if for every probabilistic

polynomial-time adversary A , the advantage Advunf orgeA ðκÞ
is negligible in κ.

3.2.2. Anonymity. We define anonymity via the following
security experiment Exptanonymous

A between A and S:

Advanonymous
A κð Þ = Pr s = s′ :

pp⟵ Setup κð Þ ;
I, Y ,Mð Þ⟵A JO ppð Þ ;

s⟵
R 1,⋯,nf g ;

σs ⟵ Sign I, sk, Y , pkrevoke,Mð Þ ;
s′⟵A σsð Þ ;

2
666666664

3
777777775
−
1
n

��������������

��������������
:

ð6Þ

Here, n ∈ℕ, Y = fpk1, pk2,⋯,pkng ∈ PK , and I is a key
image. pkrevoke is a revocation authority’s public key, and
pki is chosen by A in T join. sks is a corresponding private

key of pks. Advanonymous
A ðκÞ is the successful probability of

adversary A who wins the anonymity security experiment.
The process of anonymity security experiment

Exptanonymous
A is briefly described as follow:

(1) A runs SetupðκÞ with security parameter κ and sends
the public parameter pp to A

(2) A is allowed to make queries to Ojoin according to
any adaptive strategy

(3) A gives S a set Y of public keys in PK such that all of
the public keys in Y are query outputs of JO, a key
image I and a message M. Parse the set Y as fpk1,
pk2,⋯,pkng. S randomly picks s ∈ f1,⋯,ng and com-
putes σs = SignðI, Y , sks,MÞ, where sks is a corre-
sponding private key of pks. σs is given to A

(4) A outputs a guess s′ ∈ f1,⋯,ng
So our roRS satisfies anonymity if no PPT adversary has

non-negligible advantage in the above experiment.

Advunf orgeA κð Þ = Pr

Verif y I, Y , pkrevoke,M, σ∗ð Þ = accept∧

 

pki ∈ T join∧σ
∗ ∉ Tsign

:

pp⟵ Setup κð Þ ;
 

I, Y ,M, σ∗ð Þ⟵A JO,CO,SO ppð Þ ;
 

2
6664

3
7775: ð5Þ
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Definition 5 Anonymity. A revocable one-time ring signature
scheme is anonymous, if for every probabilistic polynomial-
time adversary A , the advantage AdvanonymousAðκÞ is negli-
gible in κ.

3.2.3. Linkability. We define linkability via the following
security experiment ExptlinkableA between A and S:

Here, ni ∈ℕ, i = 1, 2; Yi = fpk1, pk2,⋯,pknig ∈ PK , a
message M and signature σi, i = 1, 2; I is a key image, and
pkrevoke is a revocation authority’s public key. All pki chosen
by A are in T join. σi are not in Tsign, CO has been queried

less than 2 times. AdvlinkableA ðκÞ is the successful probability
of adversary A who wins the linkability security experiment.

The process of linkability security experiment ExptlinkableA

is briefly described as follows:

(1) A runs SetupðκÞ with security parameter κ and sends
the public parameter pp to A

(2) A is allowed to make queries to Ojoin, Ocorrupt , and
Osign according to any adaptive strategy

(3) A outputs a forgery signature σ

The conditions that A wins the experiment are as
follows:

(1) All public keys are outputs of JO

(2) Verif yðI, Y , pkrevoke,M, σÞ=accept, and σ is not the
output of SO

(3) A can only at most queried 1 time and at most have
one user’s private key

(4) Linkðσ1, σ2Þ= unlinked

So our roRS satisfies linkability if no PPT adversary has
non-negligible advantage in the above experiment.

Definition 6 Linkability. A revocable one-time ring signature
scheme is linkable, if for every probabilistic polynomial-time
adversary A , the advantage AdvlinkableA ðκÞ is negligible in κ.

3.2.4. Non-slanderability. We define non-slanderability via
the following security experiment Exptnon−slanderousA between
A and S:

Here, Y , Y∗ ∈ PK , message M,M∗, and signature σ′, σ∗;
pkrevoke is a revocation authority’s public key, and I is a key
image. A is subject to the restriction that pks chosen by A

is not allowed to be either in Tcorrupt or Tsign. All of the pub-

lic keys in Y∗ and Y are in T join. σ
∗ ≠ σ′ and σ∗ are not in

Tsign. Advnon−slanderousA ðκÞ is the successful probability of
adversary A who wins the non-slanderability security
experiment.

The process of non-slanderability security experiment
Exptnon−slanderousA is briefly described as follows:

(1) A runs SetupðκÞ with security parameter κ and sends
the public parameter pp to A

(2) A is allowed to make queries to Ojoin, Ocorrupt , and
Osign according to any adaptive strategy

(3) A outputs a forgery signature σ∗

The conditions that A wins the experiment are as
follows:

(1) Verif yðI, Y∗, pkrevoke,M∗, σ∗Þ=accept
(2) σ∗ is not an output of SO

(3) pks has not been queried to CO

(4) All public keys are in Y∗; Y are query outputs of JO

AdvlinkableA κð Þ = Pr
Verif y I, Y , pkrevoke,M, σ∗ð Þ = accept∧ pp⟵ Setup κð Þ ;

pki ∈ T join∧σi ∉ Tsign∧ : I, Y ,M, σ∗ð Þ⟵A JO,CO,SO ppð Þ ;
Link σ1, σ2ð Þ = unlinked, i = 1, 2  

2
664

3
775: ð7Þ

Advnon−slanderousA κð Þ = Pr

Verif y I, Y∗, pkrevoke,M∗, σ∗ð Þ = accept∧ pp⟵ Setup κð Þ ;
σ∗ ≠ σ′∧σ∗ ∉ Tsign∧ I, Y ,M, pksð Þ⟵A JO,CO,SO ppð Þ ;

pks ∉ Tcorrupt∧pks ∉ Tsign∧ : σ′ ⟵ Sign sks, Y , pkrevoke,Mð Þ ;

Link σ∗, σ′
� �

= linked I, Y∗,M∗, σ∗ð Þ⟵A JO,CO,SO σ′
� �

;

2
6666664

3
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: ð8Þ
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(5) Linkðσ′, σ∗Þ=linked
So our roRS satisfies non-slanderability if no PPT adver-

sary has non-negligible advantage in the above experiment.

Definition 7 Non-slanderability. A revocable one-time ring
signature scheme is non-slanderous, if for every probabilistic

polynomial-time adversary A , the advantage
Advnon−slanderousA ðκÞ is negligible in κ.

3.2.5. Revocability. We define revocability via the following
security experiment ExptrevocableA between A and S:

Here, n ∈ℕ, Y = fpk1, pk2,⋯,pkng ∈ PK, signature σ, and
pkrevoke is a revocation authority’s public key, and I is a key
image. All pki chosen by A are in T join. σ are not in T sign, C
O has been queried less than 2 times, that is,A can only obtain
at most one private key denotes as sks, and pkrevoke is the corre-
sponding public key of skrevoke.AdvrevocableAðκÞ is the success-
ful probability of adversary A who wins the revocability
security experiment.

The process of revocability security experiment ExptrevocableA

is briefly described as follows:

(1) A runs SetupðκÞ with security parameter κ and sends
the public parameter pp to A

(2) A is allowed to make queries to Ojoin, Ocorrupt , and
Osign according to any adaptive strategy

(3) A outputs a forgery signature σ

The conditions that A wins the experiment are as follows:

(1) Verif yðI, Y , pkrevoke,M, σÞ=accept
(2) σ∗ is not an output of SO

(3) All public keys are query outputs of JO

(4) CO has been queried less than 2 times, that is, A can
only obtain at most one private key denotes as sks

(5) yj = RevokeðY , σ, skrevokeÞ for j ≠ s

So our roRS satisfies revocability if no PPT adversary has
non-negligible advantage in the above experiment.

Definition 8 Revocability. A revocable one-time ring signature
scheme is revocable, if for every probabilistic polynomial-time
adversary A , the advantage AdvrevocableA ðκÞ is negligible in κ.

4. Construction

In this section, we propose our new revocable one-time ring sig-
nature (roRS) scheme. Our scheme is constructed as follows:

Setup: Let G1 and GT be two groups with prime order p
> 2κ; G1 is an additive group and GT is a multiplicative group.
P is the generator of G1 and a bilinear pairing e : G1 ×G1
⟶GT . Let H : f0, 1g∗ ⟶ℤ∗

p and H2 : G1 ⟶ℤ∗
p be two

cryptographic hash functions and H1 : EðG1Þ⟶ EðG1Þ be a
deterministic hash function. And the public parameters para
ms = ðG1,GT , e, P,H,H1,H2, pÞ:.

KeyGen: A ring user i randomly picks xi ∈ℤ
∗
p and com-

putes pki = xiP ∈G1. So the user i has secret key and public
key pair ðski, pkiÞ = ðxi, xiPÞ. The secret key skrevoke of the rev-
ocation authority is x̂, and the corresponding public key pkrevoke
is ŷ = x̂P.

Sign: Let Y = fpk1, pk2,⋯, pkng be a set of users’ public
keys in the ring. So a ring user sð1 ≤ s ≤ nÞ has his own key pair
ðsks, pksÞ = ðxs, xsPÞ. Additionally, the user has given a message
M ∈ f0, 1g∗; then, the user swith the knowledge of xs computes
a signature of knowledge as follows:

(1) Compute the key image I: First, use a hash function
with pks to make one signer only have the correspond-
ing one key image.

K =H1ðpksÞ; then, compute the key image I with the sign-
er’s private key xs and K,I = xsK.

(2) Randomly choose ω ∈ℤ∗
p , and compute: First make

proof of knowledge for private key xs, B1 = ωP and then
construct B2 for the revoking phase and B3 for the ver-
ification phase:

B2 = ωŷ + pks,
B3 = e ωpks, Kð Þ:

ð10Þ

(3) Randomly choose ci ∈ℤ
∗
p , where i = f1, 2,⋯, ng; and

randomly choose zi ∈G1, where i = f1, 2,⋯, s − 1, s
+ 1,⋯, ngði ≠ sÞ. Then, set the following transfor-
mations for all users in the ring:

AdvrevocableA κð Þ = Pr

Verif y I, Y , pkrevoke,M, σð Þ = accept∧ pp⟵ Setup κð Þ ;
pki ∈ T join∧σ ∉ T sign∧ : sks ⟵ACO ppð Þ ;

pkj = Revoke Y , σ, skrevokeð Þ, j ≠ s I, Y ,M, σð Þ⟵A JO,CO,SO ppð Þ ;

2
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Ci =
ciP, if i = s

ciP + pksH2 zið Þ, if i ≠ s

(
andZi =

ciK , if i = s

ciK + IH2 zið Þ, if i ≠ s
:

(

ð11Þ

(4) Get the non-interactive challenge:

z =H M, C1,⋯, Cn, Z1,⋯, Znð Þ: ð12Þ

(5) Randomly choose Φi ∈G1, where i = f1, 2,⋯, s − 1,
s + 1,⋯, ng and i ≠ s. Then when i ≠ s, make a hash
function hi to be a random number for verifiers.
Compute hi =HðΦi, Y , I,M, B3Þ, where i ≠ s

(6) Then, when i = s, use notions above and compute:

Compute Φs as a random number:

Φs = zP − 〠
n

i=1,i≠s
hipki +Φið Þ ∈G1, ð13Þ

then make a hash function hs as a random number for i = s:

hs =H Φs, Y , I,M, B3ð Þ ∈ℤ∗
p , ð14Þ

use private key xs to make the response V when i = s:

V = z + hsxsð Þ ⋅ B1 ∈G1: ð15Þ

(7) To close the ring, set li =
cs − xsH2ðΦsÞ, if i = s

ci, if i ≠ s

(

(8) Output the signature σ = ðl1,⋯, ln,Φ1,⋯,Φn, V , I,
B1, B2Þ

Verify: Given the tuples ðσ, Y ,MÞ, the verifier carries out
the following steps:

(1) Compute Ci′= liP + pksH2ðΦiÞ and Zi′= liH1ðpksÞ +
IH2ðΦiÞ, B3 = eðB1, IÞ, and hi =HðΦi, Y , I,M, B3Þ ∈
ℤ∗

p , where i = f1, 2,⋯, ng
(2) Check whether ∑n

i=1ðhipki +ΦiÞ =HðM, C1′ ,⋯,Cn′ ,
Z1′ ,⋯,Zn′Þ ⋅ P and eðP, VÞ = eð∑n

i=1½hipki +Φi�, B1Þ. If
two equalities hold, accept the signature; otherwise,
reject it

Link: On receive the tuples:

σ1 = ⋅ ,I1ð Þ, Y1,M1ð Þ,
σ2 = ⋅ ,I2ð Þ, Y2,M2ð Þ:

ð16Þ

The verifier checks if both σ1 and σ2 are two valid signa-
tures. If yes, then outputs link if I1 = I2. Otherwise, reject.

Revoke: On receive the tuples ðY , σ, skrevokeÞ. The revoca-
tion authority first checks whether σ is a valid signature. If it
holds, continue; otherwise, reject. In order to revoke the
anonymity of the actual signer, the revocation authority
makes as follows:

If there exists ys ∈ Y , such that ys = B2 − x̂B1, where ys is
the public key of the actual signer.

5. Correctness Analysis

5.1. Verification Correctness. On correctness, using the bili-
nearity and nondegeneracy of the pairing e, a signature is
correctly verified by the Verify algorithm as follows:

5.1.1. Linking Correctness. On linking correctness, the signer
computes the key image as follows:

I = xiH1 pkið Þ: ð18Þ

Therefore, the user can only compute the key image once
with the same event description.

5.1.2. Revoking Correctness. On revoking correctness, the
revocation authority can successfully identify the actual

signer’s public key as follows:

ys = B2 − x̂B1 = ωŷ + pks − x̂ωP = pks, ð19Þ

where x̂ is the revocation authority’s private key and ys is the
actual signer’s public key.

6. Security Analysis

In this section, the security proofs of the proposed scheme
are given.

B3 = e B1, Ið Þ = e ωP, xsKð Þ = e ωxsP, Kð Þ = e ωpks, Kð Þ,

e 〠
n

i=1
hi ⋅ pki +Φi½ �, B1

 !
= e 〠

n

i=1,i≠s
hi ⋅ pki +Φi½ � + hs ⋅ pks +Φs, B1

 !
= e z ⋅ P + hs ⋅ pks, B1ð Þ = e P, Vð Þ:

ð17Þ
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Theorem 9 Unforgeability. Our proposed scheme is unforge-
able in the random oracle model with the CDH assumption.

Proof. Suppose there exists a PPT adversary A with advan-
tage ε, which means that A can forge a valid signature with
probability ε. Then, we use a simulator S to solve the CDH
problem. Let ðP, aP, bPÞ be a given instance, where a, b is
randomly picked in ℤ∗

p and P ∈G1. Through the adversary
A , we use the simulator S which outputs the CDH solution
abP. S randomly selects j ∈ f1,⋯, ng as the actual signer in
the simulation. So the simulator S simulates the oracles by
interacting with the adversary A in the nature way as
follows:

(1) Setup: S sets pkj = aP and B1 = bP. S randomly
chooses u ∈ℤ∗

p and sets ŷ = uP. A is given the public
parameters ðG1,GT , p, e, P,H,H1,H2Þ, and the pub-
lic keys Y = fpk1, pk2,⋯,pkng

(2) Queries: A queries the oracles H,H1,H2, JO, CO,
and SO in this phase, and S sets several lists to record
the queries and answers. These lists are initially
empty

(i) H-queries: S maintains and checks a corresponding
list LH as A queries hash values. If an entry for the
query is found in LH , S returns the same answer to
A . Otherwise, S generates a random value as an
answer to A , and then the query and the answer
are added in LH

(ii) H1-queries: S maintains a list LH1
. When A issues a

query H1ðαiÞ, S randomly chooses f1 ∈G1 and sets
H1ðαiÞ = f1 as the answer. The query and the answer
then are stored in list LH1

(iii) H2-queries: S maintains a list LH2
. When A issues a

query H1ðβiÞ, S randomly chooses f2 ∈ℤ
∗
p and sets

H2ðβiÞ = f2 as the answer. The query and the
answer then are stored in list LH2

(iv) JO-queries: When A queries JO at the jth query, S
returns the corresponding public key pkj = aP to
A . When A queries JO at the ith query(i ≠ j), S ran-
domly chooses di ∈ℤ

∗
p and returns diP as the corre-

sponding public key. The query and the answer then
are stored in list LJO

(v) CO-queries: When A queries CO with the public
key pki which is an output of JO, S first checks if i
= j. If yes, S fails and stops. Otherwise, S returns
the corresponding di as the corresponding secret
key. The query and the answer then are stored in list
LCO

(vi) SO-queries: When A queries SO with a tuple ðeven
t,M, Y , pkjÞ. If pki ≠ pkj, S outputs a signature σ

by Sign algorithm. Otherwise, S maintains a list
Lsign with a tuple ðevent, pkj, IÞ and performs as
follows:

(1) S retrieves the list Lsign, if ðpkj, IÞ is found, and
then takes the value I. If not, randomly selects
a new value I ∈G1 and adds ðpkj, IÞ to the list
Lsign

(2) S computes B1 = bP, B2 = bðuPÞ + aP, B3 = eðB1
, IÞ

(3) S chooses a random j ∈ f1,⋯, ng
(4) S chooses li ∈ℤ

∗
p and Φi∈RG1 randomly, where

i = f1, 2,⋯, j − 1, j + 1,⋯, ng and i ≠ j; and S computes
Ci = liP + f2ðaPÞ and Zi = li f1 + f2I and then selects hi ∈ℤ

∗
p

in LH such that HðΦi,M, Y , I, B3Þ = hi

(5) S randomly picks z, hj ∈ℤ∗
p and computes

Φ j = z ⋅ P − hj ⋅ pkj + 〠
n

i=1,i≠j
hipki +Φi

" #
, ð20Þ

and stores the value hj =HðΦj,M, Y , I, B3Þ to LH . If
there has a collision with hash values in LH , do Step (5) again
until no collision happen

(6) S computes V = zB1 and then outputs σ = ðl1,⋯, ln
,Φ1,⋯,Φn, V , I, B1, B2Þ as a response to A

Since each response is independently and uniformly dis-
tributed, all responses in the simulation are as in the real
attack. Besides, all responses to SO are valid, and the output
σ = ðl1,⋯, ln,Φ1,⋯,Φn, V , I, B1, B2Þ in signing query can be
verified with the Verify algorithm. Therefore, from A ’s view,
the simulation is indistinguishable from the real attack.
Now, A has the tuple ðσ = ðl1,⋯, ln,Φ1,⋯,Φn, V , I, B1, B2
Þ, h1,⋯, hnÞ, then by using Forking Lemma for ring signa-
ture [34], S rewinds the same random tape to let A obtain
another tuple ðσ′ = ðl1,⋯, ln,Φ1,⋯,Φn, V ′, I, B1, B2Þ, h1′ ,
⋯, hn′Þ such that hj ≠ hj′ for all i ∈ f1,⋯, ng and i ≠ j. Then,

there exists V −V ′ = ðhj − hj′Þ ⋅ a ⋅ B1 = ðhj − hj′Þ ⋅ a ⋅ ðbPÞ,
that is,

V −V ′
hj − hj′
� � = abP: ð21Þ

Therefore, S can compute abP as a solution to solve
CDH problem. Due to the Forking Lemma, the probability
of successful rewind simulation is at least ε/4. Then, S can
solve the CDH problem with probability ε/4 at least.

Theorem 10 Anonymity. Our proposed scheme is anony-
mous in the random oracle model with the DBDH
assumption.
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Proof. Suppose there exists a PPT adversary A with advan-
tage ε. Then, we use a simulator S to solve the DBDH prob-
lem. Let ðaP, bP, cP, ZÞ be a given instance, where a, b, c is
random picked in Z∗

p , Z ∈GT , and P ∈G1. Through the
adversary A , the simulator S’s objective is to determine
whether Z = eðP, PÞabc.

So the simulator S simulates the oracles by interacting
with the adversary A as follows:

(1) Setup: The challenge signature is created using the
randomly picked public key in Y . S randomly
chooses u ∈ℤ∗

p and sets ŷ = uP. In addition, S sets
pkj = aP and K = bP. A is given the system parame-
ters P and the public keys Y = fpk1, pk2,⋯,pkng of
signers

(2) Queries: A does the same queries with the oracles
(H,H1,H2, JO and CO) as Theorem 9

(3) Then, A queries SO, and S performs the steps as
follows:

(1) S retrieves the list Lsign, if ðpkj, IÞ is found, and then
takes the value I. If not, randomly selects a new value
I ∈G1 and adds ðpkj, IÞ to the list Lsign

(2) S sets B1 = cP and B3 = Z ∈GT and computes B2 = c
ðuPÞ + bP

(3) S chooses a random j ∈ f1,⋯, ng
(4) S chooses li ∈ℤ

∗
p and Φi∈RG1 randomly, where i =

f1, 2,⋯, j − 1, j + 1,⋯, ng and i ≠ j; and S computes
Ci = liP + f2ðaPÞ and Zi = li f1 + f2I and then selects
hi ∈ℤ

∗
p in LH such that

H Φi,M, Y , I, Zð Þ = hi ð22Þ

(5) S randomly picks z, hj ∈ℤ∗
p and computes

Φ j = z ⋅ P − hj ⋅ pkj + 〠
n

i=1,i≠j
hipki +Φi

" #
, ð23Þ

and stores the value hj =HðΦ j,M, Y , I, ZÞ to LH . If there has
a collision with hash values in LH , do this step again until no
collision happens.

(6) S computes V = zB1 and then out-
putsσ = ðl1,⋯, ln,Φ1,⋯,Φn, V , I, B1, B2Þ as a
response to A

S gives σ to A , and A can query the random oracles
adaptively and returns a bit η ∈ f0, 1g. Suppose A guesses
that the signer’s index is j ∈ ½1, n�. If A cannot identify a
signer, S returns 0. If j = s, it returns 1; if j = 0, it returns 0;
otherwise, it returns 1/0 with equal probability. If Z = e
ðP, PÞbcd , then B3 = eðωpkj, KÞ = eðcðaPÞ, bPÞ = eðP, PÞabc =
Z. And when S returns 0, fromA ’s view, all signers has equal
probability to sign the signature. Suppose A has advantage ε
in the simulation, then we set Pr½Z = eðP, PÞabc� = 1/2 + ε.
The probability of the right choice is computed as

Therefore, S can determine whether Z = eðP, PÞabc with
the probability than 1/2 if A can win, contradiction occurs.

Theorem 11 Linkability. Our proposed scheme is linkable in
the random oracle model with the discrete logarithm
assumption.

Proof. In order to prove linkability of our roRS scheme, we
perform the same setting of oracle queries as the proof in
Theorem 9, and we allow S to give A the public parameters,
where S has at most one private key sks, and this private key
can correspond to two different keys in ring group Y for i
= 1, 2. (When A queries the CO, A can only get one private
key. A can be allowed to get only one private key.)

So through the queries, A can output two valid signa-
tures:

σ 1ð Þ = ⋅ ,Φ 1ð Þ
1 ,⋯,Φ 1ð Þ

n , V 1ð Þ, I 1ð Þ
� �

,

σ 2ð Þ = ⋅ ,Φ 2ð Þ
1 ,⋯,Φ 2ð Þ

n , V 2ð Þ, I 2ð Þ
� �

,
ð25Þ

and the key image of σð1Þ is Ið1Þs = xsH1ðpksÞ, and the key
image of σð2Þ is Ið2Þs = xs′H1ðpksÞ.

For σð1Þ, S rewinds the same tape with a different value to
obtain another valid signature ~σð1Þ. Then, we obtain

~σ 1ð Þ = ⋅ ,~Φ 1ð Þ
1 ,⋯, ~Φ 1ð Þ

n , ~V 1ð Þ, I 1ð Þ
� �

: ð26Þ

Pr Z = e P, Pð Þbcd
h i

≥
1
2 Pr Z = e P, Pð Þbcd S⟵j 1

h i
+ Pr Z = e P, Pð Þbcd S⟵ 0j

h i� �
≥
1
2

1
2 + 1

2n + ε

2

� �
+ 1

2 −
1
2n

� �� 	
= 1
2 + ε

4 :

ð24Þ
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If Φð1Þ
s = ~Φ

ð1Þ
s , abort. If Φð1Þ

s ≠ ~Φ
ð1Þ
s , we have

~V
1ð Þ −V 1ð Þ = z + ~h

1ð Þ
s xs

� �
P − z + h 1ð Þ

s xs
� �

P,

xs = logP
~V

1ð Þ −V 1ð Þ

~h
1ð Þ
s − h 1ð Þ

s

 !
,

ð27Þ

where Ið1Þ = xsH1ðpksÞ and ys = xsP = pks.
For σð2Þ, S rewinds the same tape with a different value to

obtain another valid signature ~σð2Þ. Then, we obtain

~σ 2ð Þ = ⋅ ,~Φ 2ð Þ
1 ,⋯, ~Φ 2ð Þ

n , ~V 2ð Þ, I 2ð Þ, B1, B2
� �

: ð28Þ

If Φð2Þ
s = ~Φ

ð2Þ
s , abort. If Φð2Þ

s ≠ ~Φ
ð2Þ
s , we have

~V
2ð Þ − V 2ð Þ = z + ~h

2ð Þ
s xs′

� �
P − z + h 2ð Þ

s xs′
� �

P,

xs′= logP
~V

2ð Þ −V 2ð Þ

~h
2ð Þ
s − h 2ð Þ

s

 !
:

ð29Þ

Therefore, xs = xs′ and Ið1Þ = Ið2Þ. Two signatures ðσð1Þ,
σð2ÞÞ are linked. S can break DLP, and the advantage of A
is negligible since the rewind simulation is successful.

Theorem 12 Non-slanderability. Our proposed scheme is
non-slanderable in the random oracle model with the discrete
logarithm assumption.

Proof. In order to prove non-slanderability of our roRS
scheme, we perform the same setting of oracle queries as
the proof in Theorem 9; the adversary A can query CO to
get any public key, but A cannot be allowed to query the
signer’s public key pks. But A can give simulator S the tuples
ðpks, Y ,M, pkrevokeÞ. S uses the tuple to generate a valid sig-
nature σ = ð⋅ ,IÞ which I is the key image computed using
xs. (A can keep querying oracles with the restriction of sub-
mitting pks to CO.)

Suppose A generates another valid signature σ} = ð⋅ , I}Þ
which I} is computed by x}s and σ} is not an output of SO.
Additionally, σ and σ} are linked. Therefore, I = I} which
means I = xsH1ðpksÞ = I} = x}s H1ðpksÞ. So xs = x}s , it can
imply that A knows the secret key xs corresponding to pks.
This is opposite to our assumption that A cannot query C
O to get the secret key of pks.

Theorem 13 Revocability. Our proposed scheme is revocable
in the random oracle model if the construction is unforgeable.

Proof. In order to prove revocability of our roRS scheme, we
perform the same setting of oracle queries as the proof in
Theorem 9, and we allow S give A the public parameters,
where A can get one private key denoted as sks = xs corre-
sponding to pks = ys in Y from CO. Due to the fact that f
pk1,⋯, pks−1, pks+1,⋯, pkng is randomly and independently

distributed, A cannot tell out the corresponding secret keys
according to our assumption. Then, we suppose that A can
generate a valid signature σ = ðl1,⋯, ln,Φ1,⋯,Φn,V , I, B1,
B2Þ successfully for contradiction. The valid signature must
be generated by sks = xs because our proposed scheme is
unforgeable. There exists a case that can break revocability
in our scheme. We consider one case that can break revoc-
ability of our scheme. A randomly selects j ∈ f1,⋯, s − 1, s
+ 1,⋯, ngðj ≠ sÞ and performs the Sign algorithm; but on
behalf of closing the ring, A must know the secret key xj
(xj ≠ xs). Due to our assumption thatA can only get one pri-
vate key, contradiction occurs.

7. Efficiency Analysis

In this section, performance analysis is shown in Table 2.
The efficiency computational cost and signature size
between our proposed scheme and several signature schemes
such as revocable ring signature [29], traceable ring signa-
ture [30] and so on. Then, we have several computational
notions need to define as follows in Table 3.

We do the comparison about computation cost on the
size of signature schemes and the timings of signing and ver-
ifying with [25, 29, 30, 35, 36], where n is the number users
included in the group.

From Table 2, we compare our scheme with [25, 35, 36]
in signature size, signing, verifying, assumption and security
model. We can see that roRS and [25, 35, 36] have the same
level of computational complexity in terms of signature size
and signature signing. As for verifying, we only need the
constant pairing computations which show more efficient
than [25, 35, 36] constructed from bilinear pairings simi-
larly. And our security model is built in the random oracle
model that is different from [25, 36] built in the standard
model.

In Table 4, in relation to the revocation phase, we only
need one scalar multiplication computation and one addi-
tion computation compared with n pairing computations
in [29] and 2n addition computations and 2n scalar multipli-
cation computations in [30]. As for the functionality of roRS
and [29, 30], [29] cannot achieve the linkability, and [30]
cannot provide mandatory revocability; nevertheless, we
have accomplished the linkability and the mandatory revo-
cation simultaneously in the random oracle.

8. Conclusion

In this literature, we proposed a novel revocable one-time
ring signature scheme based on bilinear pairings, which is
provable secure under the DL, DBDH, and CDH assump-
tions in the random oracle model. In our scheme, we have
simultaneously introduced linkability and mandatory revoc-
ability to distinguish from other ring signature schemes. In
particular, linkability can prevent the double-signing attack,
and mandatory revocability guarantees that a revocation
authority can identify the actual signer when the actual
signer commits a crime in transactions. The scheme about
revocation phase requires only one scalar multiplication
computation and one additional computation, and the
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pairing computations in the timings of verifying phase is
constant. And constructing provable security revocable
one-time ring signature schemes from lattices to resist quan-
tum attackers is an interesting problem that we leave open
for further research.
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